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Brexit In Today’s Media  

In today’s society, information presentation can range from a variety of interpretations. 

How information is presented varies among different places and it causes people to have 

different reactions to the information being presented. Due to the various ways of presentation, it 

is important for people to know how concrete the information being shown is to the public eye. 

An example of different presentations on a certain topic is “Brexit”. When the United Kingdom 

left the European Union, it not only left a huge impact on the country, but also the world. This 

has left a huge reaction through social and economic means. As a result, million of people began 

to talk about this topic due to the heavy coverage from the media. Information in the media can 

range from being general to specific or factual to opinionated. The information that gets 

presented in media also has different ways they are shown through different types of sources. It 

is important to keep a sharp eye on information being presented in order to get the accurate 

knowledge to be well informed.  

Information can either be general and specific. Various articles that appear on news sites 

like “The New York Times” article “‘Brexit’: Explaining Britain’s Vote on European Union 

Membership” display general information. In their article they show a general summary of the 

situation on what happened with Brexit. “What is Britain deciding? - The referendum question 

will ask voters whether the country should ‘remain a member of the European Union’ or ‘leave 
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the European Union.’ The reasons for and against- Those who favor leaving argue that the 

European Union has changed enormously over the last four decades with regard to the size and 

the reach of its bureaucracy, diminishing British influence and sovereignty” (Erlanger, 2016). 

“The New York Times”  article shows just general topics and summaries of what is happening in 

England so that majority of people can understand the situation since complicated issues like 

politics can be confusing to the mass public if they do not have a general context. It has added 

sub-titles under the main title to discuss the general context. Another example can be seen in the 

“Red State” article “BEGINNING OF THE END. After Brexit Five More Viable Nations May 

Leave The EU”. “ The nations looking at leaving the EU are those with viable economies who 

are billpayers for the EU. Areas that are heavily dependent upon subsidies and handouts, well, 

they want to stay” (Streiff, 2016). Rather than listing specific nations that could possibly leave 

the European Union, it just says, “The nations…” and “Areas that are heavily dependent…”. In 

contrast to the general information being presented- information can also be specific. In the CBS 

article “Businesses Try To Keep Calm Amid Brexit Uncertainty”, it listed several businesses like 

Soapwalla and Kollective Technology and their reactions to the whole Brexit situation that has 

affected their business. Rather than the article giving general statements about businesses, it took 

the time to actually give specific examples. Another example where people can see specific 

content is in interviews. In the PBS article “In Post-Brexit Britain, Xenophobic Attacks Are On 

The Rise”, the article has not only a video, but also a direct transcript of what happens in the 

video. The article asked specific people who have felt impacted by Brexit and how they feel 

about the outcome of the situation such as the rise of xenophobic attacks. The article shows an 

interview with a woman named Daria Pluszczok who is a business owner that is witnessing 
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people being afraid of the racist backlash. She states, “I have loads of customers that are coming 

in, and telling us they’re a bit afraid now, they’re a bit scared of coming out and speaking Polish 

on roads and someone maybe attacking them or being rude to them” (PBS News, 2016). This 

article is an example of being specific because it covers a detailed topic such as xenophobia in 

relations to Brexit. Specific discussions of information can be beneficial to the public because 

rather than just getting a general idea of what happens in terms of situations like Brexit, it helps 

people get a deeper picture on what is happening. Specific examples display powerful messages 

and spreads awareness to people that there is a lot more crucial happenings besides the general 

idea being presented such as xenophobia. Regarding general and specific information- this can 

say a lot about the source of information and relates to the concept of being defined by certain 

information. When someone gives a general input on a topic, it could hint that they do not know 

the full information and can not give out detailed results, or they chose to be general in order to 

help people grasp the concept better. Information that tends to be specific shows that they are 

meticulous and want people to be a lot more aware of the topic at hand. Depending on what is 

being shared, it can have its own benefits to an audience in its own unique ways.  

Information that is opinionated or factual can be seen in a few articles, and both aspects 

offer pros/cons. An example where people can see opinions is the Talking Points Memo article 

“Sanders On Brexit: It’s A Sign The ‘Global Economy Is Not Working For Everybody’”. 

Senator Bernie Sanders gives his thoughts on the Brexit situation. He is seen saying, “ What 

worries me very much is the breaking down of international cooperation” (Cribb, 2016). 

Information that shows opinions gives the audience a variety of perspectives and lets the 

audience know what others are thinking about certain situations. As a result, it allows people to 
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connect with the information in case had the same thoughts and opinions or it can stimulate a 

debate/conversation if people have different and conflicting opinions (i.e. people may 

agree/disagree with what Bernie Sanders has said). When an information is presented to be 

factual- it does not leave a lot of room for discussion, however people can still generate ideas and 

opinions from facts. The positive aspect about factual information is that it remain neutral. 

Therefore, people are remained with a stoic analysis of the information being presented. Factual 

information is mainly for educational purposes, and many people benefit from factual 

information because it educates people on the topic. An example of factual information being 

presented is The Bill O’Reily article titled “ Who Will Exit the EU Next?”. The article discusses 

a prediction on the next possible country to leave the European Union. “Hungary and Poland 

lead the pack in their resistance to deeper European integration, but states like the Czech 

Republic, Romania and Bulgaria have become similarly skeptical of the eurozone and proposals 

to increase Brussels' authority” (Bosoni, 2016). The article has depictions of the different 

countries and what could happen in the future if another situation like Brexit occurs again. 

Information that is opinionated can also be presented in a satirical manner in order to poke 

humor in the situation. News sites like “The Onion” provide fake quotes of people who make 

comments about the situation. It states, “Talking about it is one thing, but it’s always more 

exciting to see horrible decision-making in action- Rita Olsen HEADACHE RESEARCHER” 

(The Onion, 2016). This article can be considered to opinion-based since it shows a fictional 

person saying Brexit was the result of “horrible decision-making”. Information can also be 

presented as factual in personal discussions. A conversation on Twitter had shown two people 

discussing briefly what was happening to Japanese currency during the incident. “baseballyaoi: 

https://www.stratfor.com/analysis/calculation-behind-hungarys-immigration-referendum
https://www.stratfor.com/weekly/poland-takes-new-direction
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what is happening with yen??? :0/ shinjimei: @baseballyaoi apparently its value dropped heavily 

because of brexit?? Im not too sure how it works im sorry/ baseballyaoi: @shinjimei ah, that's 

okay, i'm reading about it a lot and it's so hard to understand but whatever is happening doesn't 

sound good :// shinjimei: @baseballyaoi its no good at all. A lot of countries have lost an 

important trading partner with this” (Twitter, 2016). In this conversation- a user asks about 

something specific related to the Brexit incident, however someone else attempts to give a mixed 

response that can be interpreted as factual and opinionated because the user @shinjimei states 

that a lot of important countries have lost an important trading partner- which is deemed as 

factual. It can be opinionated since the user also states “...its no good at all” meaning they find 

the situation to be very negative.” Information does not always have to be deemed completely 

opinionated, but it also does not have to be completely factual. Information that is generalized or 

factual provide useful information in their own unique aspects.  

Information needs to have proper sources and citations in order for people to consider it 

to be valid. Information that is unsourced usually leaves a sense of skepticism and there is a 

possibility that it could be misleading. However, some information can be left unsourced 

depending on the context and format. Sources can range from interviews, videos, statistics, and 

other articles. An example where various of sources can be seen is the MSNBC article “UK’s 

‘Brexit’ Results Rattle The World”. The article has provided links to other news articles from its 

own site, but it also provided links to tweets to show examples of how other people were reacting 

to the results of Brexit. The sources that link back to articles from its own sites could be 

questionable to some viewers because it is still only providing news that corresponds to the main 

article rather than statistics. In contrast to these links, articles like The Bill O’ Reily article have 
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provided statistics. “According to the Pew Research Center, 72 percent of Poles see the European 

Union positively — a view only 38 percent of Frenchmen share. Meanwhile, the latest 

Eurobarometer poll has put support for the eurozone at a whopping 82 percent in Luxembourg, 

compared with a mere 54 percent in Italy” (Bosani, 2016). Sources that provide statistics often 

have a more convincing effect to an audience because it gives exact numbers and results from 

research which can not be argued since research is proven facts. However- the only questionable 

aspect about this article is, the entire article was taken from another site called “Stratfor”. 

Another type of source are videos that people leave on their articles so people can watch and 

follow along with the transcript like the PBS article, “In post-Brexit Britain, xenophobic attacks 

are on the rise”. As soon as the video starts, the entire dialogue has been written down in case 

people can not view the video or want to follow along with what is happening in the video. 

Sources for information are very crucial in order to pertain an accurate representation and 

information on the topic at hand.  

Information has many ranging elements such as being very general or very specific to 

being factual or opinionated. Information can also present a wide range of sources in order to 

provide more information and/or confirmation of the information being presented.The Brexit 

situation has shown many different types of content in terms of information and people can see 

the variety of information through different sites and mediums. Many people absorb information 

in different manners due to the variety of contexts it is presented in. Overall, today’s media 

provides a vast amount of information and people are able to see a variety about one certain topic 

due to the different presentations.  
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